Recently the microlocal analysis of Toeplitz operators developed by Boutet de Monvel, Sj ostrand, and Guillemin 10], 9], has been used to obtain various semiclassical results for geometrically quantized compact K ahler manifolds 4], 6], 7]. In this paper we will give an expository account of these methods and results. Part of our approach will be to work out the analogous theory for quantization of C n . The theory of 9] does not apply directly to this case, because of the non-compactness, but the microlocal structure is the same. 1 And the explicitness with which one can write things down in this case makes the structure of the arguments, and in particular the prominence of stationary phase, more transparent.
Introduction
Recently the microlocal analysis of Toeplitz operators developed by Boutet de Monvel, Sj ostrand, and Guillemin 10] , 9] , has been used to obtain various semiclassical results for geometrically quantized compact K ahler manifolds 4], 6], 7]. In this paper we will give an expository account of these methods and results. Part of our approach will be to work out the analogous theory for quantization of C n . The theory of 9] does not apply directly to this case, because of the non-compactness, but the microlocal structure is the same. 1 And the explicitness with which one can write things down in this case makes the structure of the arguments, and in particular the prominence of stationary phase, more transparent.
The development of this theory for C n will also yield an improvement of a result of Coburn 11] , a theorem connecting the Poisson bracket of two functions two the semiclassical limit of the commutator of the associated operators. The class of functions for which this was proven in 11] constists of trigonometric polynomials plus functions with compact support. We are able to enlarge this to the class of bounded functions with bounded derivatives (see Section 4).
The compact K ahler case
Let X be a compact K ahler manifold, of real dimension 2n (C P n , for example, or a coadjoint orbit of a compact Lie group), with symplectic form !. Let L ! X be a quantizing line bundle, i.e. a holomorphic hermitian line bundle, the curvature of whose natural connection is !. We form Hilbert spaces by taking holomorphic sections of tensor powers of L, H k := L 2 hol (X; L k );
where the inner product is given by integrating the hermitian structure with respect to the volume form ! n =n!. The curvature of the connection induced on L k is k!, so according to the principles of geometric quantization, k = 1=~. For k su ciently large, the dimension of H k is given by the Riemann-Roch formula.
For this setup there is a simple way to associate operators to functions, often referred to as the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization, after 1], 2]. Let k : L 2 (X; L k ) ! H k Date: February 12, 1997 February 12, . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 53C15, 81S10. Supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9401807 and by an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship. 1 This is well-known, although to my knowledge the details worked out here do not appear elsewhere in the literature. 1 be the orthogonal projection. Given f 2 C 1 (X) we de ne T k (f) := k M(f) acting on H k , where M(f) is the operator of multiplication by f.
It is not obvious at this point how microlocal analysis is relevant to the situation, since the k 's are projections onto nite dimensional spaces and thus have smooth kernels. The idea is to roll all the H k 's together, using a standard trick of analysis of operators on vector bundles. Let P L be the unit circle bundle. P is a principal S 1 bundle, from which each L k may be constructed as an associated bundle for the appropriate representation of S 1 . Thus C 1 (X; L k ) may be naturally identi ed with C 1 (P ) k , the set of functions on P satisfying f(p e i ) = e ik f(p). P inherits a connection form from the connection on L, and the condition on the curvature of L implies that d = !. Thus is a contact structure, and the corresponding volume form is dp = ^(d ) n =2 n!. The identi cation of sections of L k with equivariant functions on P extends to an isomorphism L 2 (X; L k ) = L 2 (P; dp) k :
We can now think of H k L 2 (P ) for all k and so de ne H = As an operator on L 2 (P ), the quantization of a function f 2 C 1 (X) is
where f is pulled back from X to P. (This is of course equivalent to the quantization map given above, but now we regard all operators as acting on L 2 (P ).) The full operator T(f) = M(f) is an example of a Toeplitz operator. A Toeplitz operator of order m is de ned to be an operator on L 2 (P ) which can be written in the form Q , where Q 2 m (P ), the space of pseudodi erential operators of order m on P. Denote by T m the set of Toeplitz operators of order m.
The work of Boutet de Monvel, Sj ostrand, and Guillemin, 10], 9], provides a detailed picture of the microlocal structure of . Theorem 2.1. 9] The wave front set of the Schwartz kernel of is WF( ) = f(p; r p ; p; ?r p ) 2 T P T P; p 2 P; r > 0g
In fact is shown to be a Fourier integral operator of Hermite type and its principal symbol is determined. (Hermite type refers to the fact that the wave front set is isotropic but not Lagrangian; this makes the invariant description of the symbol a good deal more complicated.) For semiclassical purposes, the key point is that the only singularities of are large k singularities (since each k was smooth).
So analysis of the singularities of translates into analysis of the semiclassical behavior of k . The set of all Toeplitz operators is in fact closed under composition. This highly non-trivial fact is a consequence of the following result. Thus as far as the operator Q is concerned, the crucial feature of Q should be the behavior of the total symbol near . In fact, the following result shows that the restriction (Q)j gives a meaningful principal symbol for the Toeplitz operator In 13], Guillemin pointed out that these results lead to a -product on C 1 (X), which we'll now describe. Let 
The following theorem (a slight variation on a theorem of 13]) allows us to expand general Toeplitz operators in terms of operators of the form T k (f). 
To close this section, we consider the issue of orderings. Suppose we have a map
then all of the properties we have just described remain the same. This amounts to choosing a di erent ordering in our quantization of f. In particular, Tuynman 20] has pointed out that the operator associated to f by geometric quantization can
In Section 3 we will show how to obtain the Weyl quantization by this technique. In general, semiclassical results will depend on the choice of ordering, but most formulas can be translated into a di erent ordering scheme with simple modi cations.
3. Quantization of C n We now turn to the C n version of the setup just described. We'll use the symplectic form
This corresponds to the standard symplectic form on R 2n under the identi cation z j = (q j + ip j )= p 2. We need to nd a holomorphic hermitian line bundle L, whose curvature is given by !. Of course, this line bundle will be trivial, so the hermitian structure can be speci ed by a positive function e ?h(z) (the norm of the constant section 1 at the point z). The curvature for the associated connection will be given by 2i@@h, so we set h(z) = jzj 2 =2.
The Hilbert spaces of holomorphic sections of L k naturally isomorphic to weighted Bargmann spaces H k = L 2 hol (C n ; e ?kjzj 2 dl z ); where dl z is Lebesgue measure = d n q d n p.
The principal bundle P = C n S 1 inherits the connection form
Thus the contact volume form is dp = d dl=2 . As in Section 2 we rewrite the Hilbert spaces as subspaces of L 2 (P ): This is just the reproducing kernel on Bargmann space, with a phase factor. Using this explicit formula, it is a simple matter to check that WF( ) = f(p; r p ; p; ?r p ) 2 T P T P; r > 0g; in agreement with Theorem 2.1. As before, let = f(p; r p ) 2 T P; r > 0g.
Our basic quantization map is f 7 ! T k (f). Let
A simple computation shows that will not go into the details here.
Deformation estimates
We want the map f 7 ! T k (f) to satisfy Rie el's deformation estimates:
and lim
For the C n setup we have described, (4.1) was proven in 11] for all continuous bounded functions, and (4.2) was proven for a restricted class of functions as noted in the introduction.
In this section, we will show that various facts from the theory of 9] may be carried over to C n without di culty despite the non-compactness. We will arrive at a proof of property (4.2) for functions in C 4n+6 b (C n ), where the subscript b indicates that the function and its derivatives out to order 4n + 6 are bounded.
De ne the symbol class S m l (T P) to consist of those a 2 C l (T P) satisfying j@ u @ a(u; )j C ; (1 + j j) m?j j for j j + j j l; (u; ) 2 T P: (4. 3) Let m l (P ) be the class of pseudodi erential operators whose total symbols are contained in S m l (T P). Since dim T P = 4n + 2, the Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem tells us that any Q 2 0 4n+3 (P ) is bounded on L 2 (P ).
Motivated by 9] and the method of proof of Corollary 2.6, our strategy is to nd, for a given f 2 C b (X), the pseudodi erential operator Q f for which Q f ; ] = 0 and Q f = M(f) :
All other facts may then be derived from this construction.
First we consider the commutation. To make Q f commute with , it is natural to start by solving the easier problem of @ b ; Q] = 0. We will adopt (z; ) as complex coordinates for T C n . That is, j = ( q j + i p j )= Proof. The cuto is needed to make q f smooth but serves no other purpose. Indeed, since taking Q f k will set = k, and = P k 1 k , the choice of has no e ect on the result. Henceforth we will simply drop it from the notation. 
where C is independent of k, so (4.7) is proven. The principle is the same for (4. It is natural to try to extend these results to more general complex domains. Indeed, in 5] the deformation estimates were proven for all non-compact Cartan domains. The proof relied heavily on the symmetry of the domains and required functions to have compact support. The methods presented above make no use of symmetry, so one could imagine extending the results to a much broader class of domain. The key di culty is to prove estimates for q f which show that Q f and associated operators are bounded. One cannot localize the problem in the usual manner, because the smooth error terms may be unbounded. Work to overcome this di culty is now in progress.
Semiclassical spectral theory
If we x a Hamiltonian function H 2 C 1 (X), then we have a corresponding family of operatorsĤ
De ne a set eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions: H k k;j = k;j k;j ; j 2 N:
One of the major goals of semiclassical analysis is to show how the classical theory (i.e. the Hamiltonian ow) is manifested in the large k behavior of k;j and k;j . Let denote the Hamiltonian ow of H on X.
A standard way to study the semiclassical behavior of the spectrum ofĤ k is to take a trace weighted near a particular energy. Let ' be a test function. Fix an energy E and consider the sums For instance, the = 0 xed point set is the whole energy surface, and the leading contribution is Ck n?1 times the volume of H ?1 (E). (When E is a regular value of H the energy surface inherits a natural volume form from the Liouville form.)
And the localized trace (5.2) decays rapidly unless both points are on the energy surface and connected by a nite time classical path. Each classical path connecting the points gives rise to a term in the expansion.
To illustrate this behavior, we turn the classical example of a harmonic oscillator.
Take X = C n with the quantization setup as in Section 3, and let H(z) = jzj 2 . The basis f k; g conveniently provides the set of eigenstates:
(See the discussion of ordering in Section 3.)
For simplicity, take ' supported in (n ? 1=2; n + 1=2), with '(n) = 1. And assume that E is an integer. Then (5.1) becomes X '(k ?1 ( k; ? E)) = #f 2 N n : j j = kEg = n + kE ? 1 n ? 1 Applying Stirling's formula gives the asymptotic formula
This calculation agrees with the result quoted above, the canonical volume of H ?1 (E) being n E n?1 =(n ? 1)!. for large k. Two conditions have to be met for this expression not to decay exponentially for large k. Namely jzj 2 = jwj 2 = E (the points must lie on the energy surface) and z = e i w for some (the points must be connected by a classical trajectory). When these conditions are satis ed the resulting order is k n?1=2 .
Note that for both cases the asymptotics resulted from an application of Stirling's formula. When one considers that Stirling's formula can be obtained through stationary phase approximation, the method used here is really quite close to that 6. Semiclassical states The WKB method in quantum mechanics gives way of constructing approximate semiclassical solutions of Schr odinger's equation for some Hamiltonian to a Lagrangian submanifold in phase space (see 3] for a nice exposition). The construction requires that satisfy a Bohr-Sommerfeld type condition, re ecting the fact that only certain energies occur quantum mechanically.
For compact K ahler X, quantized as in Section 2, the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition is that should have a horizontal lifting up to P. Or equivalently, should be given as (~ ) where~ is a Legendrian submanifold of P. (Legendrian means simply j T~ = 0). A simple way to associate states to~ (not using WKB) is to take ( ), where is the delta-function distribution associated to some density on~ . Since applied to the delta-function of a point gives a coherent state, this essentially amounts to integrating coherent states over a submanifold of X. The lifting to P amounts to a choice of phase for these states. The problem addressed in 6] is to relate the inner products of states constructed in this way to the underlying Lagrangian submanifolds, in the semiclassical limit. The results are that the norm of such a state has an asymptotic expansion with leading term given by the volume of with respect to the chosen density. And the inner product of two di erent states has an expansion with terms coming from intersections of the submanifolds.
We will demonstrate how this comes about in the case of X = C . Our calculations are essentially a repeat of calculations done in 17]. Let (t) be a smooth regular closed curve in C with period 2 . Because we are in dimension two, any such is a Lagrangian submanifold. To lift to P, we add an angle component #(t). The pair ( ; #) will be horizontal if ( 0 ; # 0 ) = 0, or in other words, if # 0 = ? i 2 ( 0 ? 0 ):
The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition for such a curve is simply #(2 ) = #(0). From the formula for # 0 we see that # (2 ) The inner product may be dealt with in a similar way. We can apply stationary phase to the full integration in Using the condition (6.1) as above, we see that critical points occur when 1 (s) = 2 (t). These will be non-degenerate for transverse intersections. The result is an asymptotic expression for the inner product as a sum over intersection points.
The proofs in 6] follow the same basic lines as the arguments presented here. The theory of 9] is used to write the state (locally) as an oscillatory integral. The main di culty is to compute the leading term of this integral. Then inner products between states are estimated by stationary phase.
Almost-K ahler quantization
The K ahler restriction of Section 2 can in fact be dropped. The Appendix of 9] shows that one can construct a \generalized Toeplitz structure," namely a projector : L 2 (P ) ! H with the microlocal properties we described, for any compact contact manifold P. In particular, if X is a compact symplectic manifold with quantizing circle bundle P, then there is a Toeplitz structure on P. The question is: can we de ne such an H in a natural way? This is also the problem with geometric quantization of X. There is no natural choice of polarization unless X is K ahler. We have no physical motivation to justify this method of quantizing by taking low level eigenstates of the Laplacian, and other schemes are certainly possible. It would be nice to discover some underlying principle. More generally, we would like to develop some basic criteria for quantization theories which will guarantee the kind of good semiclassical behavior we have seen here. Such criteria would presumably be microlocal in nature, but hopefully one could require considerably less structure than the full theory of 9].
